
OLD YELLER

CHAPTERS 7, 8

Vocabulary: Synonyms are words with similar meanings. Draw a line from each
word in column A to its synonym in column B. Then use the words in column A to
fill in the blanks in the sentences below.

A B
1. scent a. thick
2. heifer b. serIOUS
3. prowling c. smell
4. plague d. calf
5. sober e. roaming
6. dense f. epidemic

1. Travis wondered whether he would have to tie up the lively _
every time he tried to milk her.

2. If the wind was blowing in its direction, Old Yeller could a
coon at a great distance.

3. After searching for hours, I found the cow in a patch of tall
grass ready to give birth to her calf.

4. The man who thought we had his dog had a expression on
his face when he asked for its return.

5. Travis was warned to shoot any animal that acted in an
unnatural way.

6. A visitor warned the family that a __ ----'- was responsible for the
deaths of many farmers and their livestock.

Questions:

1. How did Travis finally keep Old Yeller from prowling at night and stealing food?

2. Why did Travis wish his father would return soon?

3. What made Spot allow Travis to milk her?

4. What did Little Arliss agree to do in exchange for keeping Old Yeller?

5. What frightening warning did Burn Sanderson give Travis?
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OLD YELLER

Chapters 7, 8 (cont.)

Questions for Discussion:

1. Why do you think Burn Sanderson told Travis the news about the epidemic in
private?

2. Do you think Travis is mature enough to accept the responsibility of this
information?

3. How might this information relate to Old Yeller?

Literary Device: Cliffhanger

The cliffhanger in literature is a device borrowed from serialized silent films in which
an episode ended at the moment when the hero or heroine was in mortal danger or
about to uncover an exciting piece of news. In a book the author might place such an
event at the end of a chapter to encourage the reader to continue reading. What is
the cliffhanger at the end of Chapter Seven?

Writing Activity:

Imagine you are Travis and write a journal entry recording your thoughts and
feelings on the day you learned about the epidemic.
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